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Innocence
His Seed Inside Me : Fertile Brats 1 (Age Gap Age Difference Pregnancy Spanking XXX Erotica)
My friend is moving out of her house and I drop-by to see if she needs some help. She’s not home but Mr. Harris is, and it
looks like he could do with a hand. The first box I pick up is packed with naughty magazines and I can’t help but take a look.
I can’t believe Mr. Harris is into this kind of thing! I marvel at the collection but he’s mortified—even more so when I open
one of the magazines and start looking inside. The images are turning me on and the thought of having a guy in there is
really getting me excited. Maybe you can be that guy, Mr. Harris? (anal, anal sex, first time, age gap, age difference, rough
sex)
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Definitive Taboo Collection
Older Men who really should know better Close relationships, so taboo it shouldn’t be allowed! Barely legal and definitely all
sexy, this definitive collection will get you hot and horny

Laser Video Guide
So come and get it, you know you've got the time 150 HOT STORIES OF MENAGES, THREESOMES, AND ALL THE DIRTY
STUFF THAT GO ALONG WITH THEM!! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man
younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex,
erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo,
erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough,
sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy
erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage,
first time, adult, fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy,
virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories
free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of
the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.

Young Brats And Older Men! Horny Taboo Erotica Sex Bundle
My Dad always thought of him as family. Would it be so bad if I made it official?I'm in love with my Father's Best Friend.But
as a nineteen-year-old virgin, I'm just a kid in his eyes.At least that's what I thoughtWhen I get into some serious trouble,
he's the only one I can call.Logan saves me.He's all that I ever wanted but this older man who I lust for has a secret.He's
Over The Top obsessed with me.But I have a secret tooI'm pregnant with his child.You down with OTT? This is an Olivia T.
Turner book, which means it features a possessive and totally obsessed Over The Top male who isn't afraid to take what he
wants! If you like your book boyfriends sweet and cuddly than shut the computer off and walk away. If you like your heroes,
rough, dirty and possessive to the extreme, come on in and have some fun

Pet
The Dialectic of Sex
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I hated stepping out into the hall of my apartment building. When your ex-boyfriend lives only a few doors away you kind of
run the gauntlet, but if there’s one thing worse than seeing your ex it’s seeing your ex’s parent. Me and Mr. Clarke step into
the elevator and the awkwardness is almost too much. When it breaks down the two of us are forced to talk more and soon
the notion of ‘going down together’ takes on a whole new meaning! Read as Mr. Clarke treats me to an amazing first-time
experience in that sweltering metal box of sin. (anal, anal sex, anal erotica, anal sex erotica, alpha male, rough, first time)

Taboo
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex
and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how
to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.
When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the
dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will
to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite
its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.

Military Brats: Legacies of Childhood Inside the Fortress
Tangled
After taking and defending Vuzgal, Erik and Rugrat have a new task to complete: build a city. They have been racing
through the realms at this point, but Vuzgal is a prize that they can't simply give up on. Alva is mobilized, as are their allies,
to build out the new city. It is time that they solidify their gains, working on their crafts, their fighting ability and cultivation.
As they expand their personal power, their gaze turns toward Vermire, to the dungeon. It's time they started to exert the
strength they've built up. Alva moves in the shadows, but to what effect? The answer lies in the Fifth Realm.

His Little Bad Girl
Vault of the Ages
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Look at you. What a tease. You play shy and innocent, but he knows your naughty fantasies. Keep pushing those buttons.
It's only a matter of time before he snaps. Deep down, that's what you really want, isn't it? You're desperate to give in to
your secret desires. And these are strong, dominant men who take what they want, when they want it. They'll teach you a
lesson you won't soon forget. Four books. 33,000 words. Hot and steamy romance featuring brats, billionaires, first times,
pregnancy, and the happiest-ever-after endings you could hope for. Go ahead. Let your fantasies run wild. In this collection:
1. His Tight Little Brat 2. The Brat in His Bed 3. Naughty Little Brat 4. The Brat & the Beast

Granddaddy's Brat Volume 1
'Brat Internals 8-Pack Breeding Bundle 2' includes books 9 to 16 of the Brat Internals series, where hot, alpha males empty
their love deep inside their virginal counterparts for the first time. The age gap sex featured in this bundle is strictly for
adults only - and even then it comes with an added warning! For only the naughtiest amongst us! Stories include : 'His
Breeding Camp,' 'My Public Session,' 'He's Sick But I Want Him,' 'Late Night First Time Fun,' 'Bred In His Woodshop,' 'His
Hard Length in My Virgin Sex,' 'Filled By Him After Ballet' & 'Inside Me On the Big Wheel.' (breeding, breeding erotica, virgin,
virgin erotica, virgin bundle, breeding bundle, hardcore, hardcore sex, unprotected, unprotected sex, pregnancy erotica,
pregnancy, pregnancy bundle, erotica bundle, erotica, bundle, erotica collection, collection, erotica series, series, sex, age
gap, age gap erotica, age gap bundle, age difference, age difference erotica, brat ,brat erotica, brat bundle, xxx)

Daddy's Girl
25 of the hottest, horniest, babysitter and teen brat sex books you can buy! Older Men and Barely Legal Teen Brat Virgins
who want these guys inside them, hard and unprotected!!!! Popping their cherry and finishing inside their tight slits! Close
relationships, so taboo it shouldn’t be allowed! Babysitter, teen and older man sex that’s so hot it’ll blow your mind! ***
Contains *** Father Figure Bent Over For My Brother’s Best Friend He Took My Cherry While His Wife Slept Seduced In
Seconds By An Older Man Barebacked By My Brother’s Best Buddy! My Brother’s Best Friend Gave Me A Baby! Daddy’s Best
Friend Is So Big Bareback Our Fertile Nanny I Won’t Tell! Bareback Your Brat Daddy’s Best Friend Inside Me! Pounded By
Daddy’s Best Buddy A Gift for the Sitter Obsessed by the Inexperienced Sitter Stretching the Sitter Babysitting for a
Billionaire Pounding Pollyanna Impregnated While Babysitting Feeding Him My Cream His Brat's Creamy Jugs Nursing An
Older Man Nursing The Man Of The House Cheating With The Man Of The House Spreading The Sitter Fisting The Teen
Babysitter

My Boss Inside Me
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She's mine, she just doesn't know it yet. Her name is Tempest Kensington. She's never been touched. She's my student,
and I want to know how sweet she tastes when she's claimed for the first time. I'm her headmaster. I'm twenty years older
than her. But damn the implications. Screw the consequences. I know I'm blurring the lines, but I. Do. Not. Care. Tempest
Kensington is a grade-A brat. And she's about to get a very thick, very firm dose of my discipline - over my knee and on
hers. Barely appropriate. Entirely off-limits. My temptation, my addiction, my obsession. My ruin, in a plaid skirt and kneehigh socks. It's time for this little tease to learn exactly what happens to bad girls who look for trouble. Sweet, filthy, and ohso-wrong in the best kind of way. If you're looking for something extra hot and wildly over-the-top, this one's for you! Utterly
obsessed alpha hero, sassy, untouched heroine, and enough insta-love, kindle-melting steam, and sugary-sweetness to
make you beg for more. HEA with NO CHEATING!

His Secret Stash : Anal Brats 17 (First Time Anal Sex Erotica)
It’s so big, will it hurt me? A big older man. A younger teen Nanny. They shouldn’t be doing this, but they can’t help
themselves! She’s about to be impregnated. Her virgin cherry plucked forever What then? What about his wife? Find out
more…

A Body Full of His Seed : Brat Internals 20 (Breeding Erotica Pregnancy Erotica Virgin Erotica
First Time Erotica Brat Erotica Age Gap Erotica)
8 hardcore and taboo sex stories for those who love hardcore erotica

His Seed Inside Me : Fertile Brats 1
"No one can understand how feminism has evolved without reading this radical, inflammatory second-wave landmark."
—Naomi Wolf Originally published in 1970, when Shulamith Firestone was just twenty-five years old, and going on to
become a bestseller, The Dialectic of Sex was the first book of the women's liberation movement to put forth a feminist
theory of politics. Beginning with a look at the radical and grassroots history of the first wave (with its foundation in the
abolition movement of the time), Firestone documents its major victory, the granting of the vote to women in 1920, and the
fifty years of ridicule that followed. She goes on to deftly synthesize the work of Freud, Marx, de Beauvoir, and Engels to
create a cogent argument for feminist revolution. Identifying women as a caste, she declares that they must seize the
means of reproduction—for as long as women (and only women) are required to bear and rear children, they will be singled
out as inferior. Ultimately she presents feminism as the key radical ideology, the missing link between Marx and Freud,
uniting their visions of the political and the personal. In the wake of recent headlines bemoaning women's squandered
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fertility and the ongoing debate over the appropriate role of genetics in the future of humanity, The Dialectic of Sex is
revealed as remarkably relevant to today's society—a testament to Shulamith Firestone's startlingly prescient vision.
Firestone died in 2012, but her ideas live on through this extraordinary book.

Hard Long Deep
Space Swapped
Don't let fear sway you. You're not your past. Seraphina Daniels feels like running--the kind of running that doesn't include a
set destination. So, when her childhood friend calls in distress, she's more than prepared to leave behind her failed--and
famous--relationship, her writer's block, and her impending thirtieth birthday. But upon her return to the Ozarks--a sharp
contrast to New York City--she discovers that everything's changed. I think I wanted you before I even knew what it was like
to want someone. The homecoming brings Sera to Chace Holloway: the man who's made a home out of the place that was
once hers. Romance isn't an option, but friendship comes easily with the twenty-two-year-old songwriter--despite the
attraction they both feel. He is music, and I am merely madness and melancholy. What started as an escape becomes more
of a trap when the past begins to wrap around the present. As hope blooms, Sera and Chace face their biggest
obstacles--what they each fear, and what old lovers desire. Burning Muses is Book 1 of the Muse & Music Series. It can be
read as a standalone.

Brat Internals Breeding Bundle : Books 9 - 12 (Breeding Erotica First Time Erotica Virgin
Erotica Age Gap Erotica Collection)
Five hundred years from now, rival groups battle for the contents of a vault containing remnants of 20th century civilization
which could guide their society out of its primitive state.

The New York Times Book Review
'Brat Internals Breeding Bundle 3' includes books 9 to 12 of the Brat Internals series, where hot, alpha males empty their
love deep inside their virginal counterparts for the first time. The age gap sex featured in this bundle is strictly for adults
only - and even then it comes with an added warning! For only the naughtiest amongst us! Stories include : 'His Breeding
Camp,' 'My Public Session,' 'He's Sick But I Want Him' & 'Late Night First Time Fun.' (brat, brat erotica, brat bundle, virgin,
virgin erotica, virgin bundle, breeding, breeding erotica, breeding bundle, age gap, age gap erotica, age gap bundle, sex,
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erotica, erotica bundle, age difference, age difference erotica, first time, first time erotica, first time bundle, alpha male,
alpha male erotica, pregnancy, pregnancy erotica)

8 Hardcore Taboo Sex Stories
Saving Him With My Milk : Brat's Milk 8 (Hucow BDSM Lactation Age Gap Milking Breast
Feeding Adult Nursing Age Difference May December XXX Erotica)
Powers of Horror is an excellent introduction to an aspect of contemporary French literature which has been allowed to
become somewhat neglected in the current emphasis on para-philosophical modes of discourse."

Naughty Collection of Taboo Erotica — Forbidden, Family, Cuckold, Man of The House, Milf,
Older, Younger, MMF, FFFM, Threesome, Bisexual, Brats, First Time, Taboo Sex Stories
Every brat needs a Daddy. LAW I'm a very, very bad man. A monster sweet, innocent little Lily should run away from. She
should know I only want to steal her. Take everything that matters to her and take it away. I've been watching her, wanting
her. Now, I'm going to take her. And I won't rest until her pretty little mouth utters the word I want to hear from her lips.
Daddy. LILY He's kidnapped me. Locked me away. He's done awful things to me. So why does every part of me want to beg
him to keep going? I want him to hurt me. I want him to love me. I want him to take care of me. I want him to be my Daddy.
Full-length dark romance novel. Standalone, no cliffhanger, no cheating. HEA guaranteed.

Brat Internals 8 Pack Breeding Bundle 2 : Books 9 - 16 (Breeding Erotica First Time Erotica
Virgin Erotica Age Gap Erotica Collection)
Captain James T. Mitchell and his co-captain Lana King made one of the bravest sacrifices in human history when they
volunteered to have their brains scanned and bodies frozen by the U.S. Human Preservation Service. In the event that
mankind was ever in danger of extinction, they would be unfrozen to carry out their sacred mission: Restarting the human
race! Now, thousands of years in the future, James is awoken from cryo-sleep by a strange alien species to discover that
humankind is long dead, and the aliens are encouraging him and Lana to do exactly what they swore to. There’s just one
problem: James and Lana have awoken in the wrong bodies! Lana is determined to carry out their mission as planned, but
James never expected that he’d be the one to have to do the woman's job. It all seemed easier when Lana was taking care
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of that… Can James adjust to his new life as a woman and carry out the mission he swore to accomplish, or is he going to
solve the mystery of how this happened and get back into his old body before Lana manages to talk him into staying the
way they are? Find out, in Space Swapped!

Taking Her Innocence 25 First Time Virgin Brat And Older Man Books
Amber How do you politely refuse when the only guy to star in any of your dirty fantasies has just offered to put you up for
the foreseeable future and your brother’s just accepted like you were in fact still thirteen and couldn’t make decisions for
yourself? You don’t. And, you end up with a roommate who wears a very good elegant mask over the rough and tumble,
bad boy core I remember far too well. Only, it’s ten years later and I’m even nerdier than I used to be. It’s ten years later
and I couldn’t look worse. It’s ten years later and I can’t keep one guy. It’s ten years later and my brother still teases me
mercilessly in front of him. It’s ten years later and Kit somehow looks even better than the guy I spent my formative years
crushing on. So, there’s not only the issue that he’s my older brother’s best friend, but also a sex-god this virgin can barely
talk to. But that certainly never stopped me from drooling over him and it wouldn’t stop me now. He’s so far out of my
league, I wouldn’t even clean in his league. Except, there might just be a smouldering heat in Kit’s eyes that suggests he’s
not quite as out of my league as I thought. Just maybe, this geek is about to get a whole lot of chaos. Kit When I find out
about my best mate’s little sister’s situation, the offer is out of my mouth before I can stop it; Hawk’s like a brother to me
even if Amber’s never looked twice at me. I could never tell if she was scared of me or hated me. But the deal is done.
She’s going to bring her bedraggled self upstairs to my penthouse and live with me for as long as she needs. I see the pain
she hides away, I see the lack of confidence despite how smart she is, how good. If there’s something I’ve learned, it’s that
confidence makes all the difference. So, it becomes my mission to help Amber find her confidence. But I find more than
confidence in her and suddenly I’m seeing my best mate’s little sister completely differently. I’ve never known what to say
to her. She’s always been good and studious and sweet. She’s always been so far out of my league I wouldn’t even carry
bags in that league. Her face is a mask that tells me nothing in between the sparse words that come out of her mouth.
Except, there might be something in the way she smiles at me that gives me hope I’m not as far out of her league as I
thought. It might just be time that this chaos gets a little geek. Please be aware that this story is set in Australia and
therefore uses Australian English spelling and syntax.

The Glass Castle
Older men, virgin babysitters and first time impregnations! Sex, Oral, Anal, Creampies, Poundings and Impregnations.
Adults only! Contains Impregnated While Babysitting He Took My Cherry, While His Wife Slept Getting the Job Done! Ride
Me Home Mr Jones! I Won’t Tell Your Wife Sharing Rebecca My Daddy’s Best Buddy Took My Cherry! Cheating With The Man
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Of The House

The Man of the House
Lacey and her boss Mr. Crawford are alone at his South of France retreat, idling in the hot summer's rays and whiling away
the day while. After a brief pool-side fantasy involving Mr. Crawford, Lacey notices he's been watching her from the top
window. Feeling adventurous, the pair cool off in the pool as the sexual tension mounts and eventually snaps in a saucy
bout of lustful sex that sees Lacey's boss take her hard, deep and unprotected leaving his seed in her fertile body. (boss,
manager erotica, dominant older man, young teen adventurous brat woman, holiday vacation sex, sunshine loving, internal
impregnation, pregnancy, breeding, seeding, bred)

Chaos & the Geek
Features books 9 – 16 of the series, where naughty damsels demand to be taken in the most sinful spot of all for the first
time. Read how these brats get everything that’s coming to them from dominant, alpha males that wow them with a wealth
of experience. Contains : ‘A Pawn In His Game,’ ‘My Manager Took Down My Jeans,’ ‘Trying It In My Butt With My Friend,’
‘Air Force Anal,’ ‘His Hard Helmet,’ ‘Taking Him Blindfolded,’ ‘Going Down,’ and ‘The Wrong Box.’ (anal, anal sex, erotica,
first time, sex)

Daddy's Best Friend
Inside me? Your every wicked, twisted fantasy satisfied This is a 20 story short erotic bundle contains red hot short reads by
Suzy Taboo, Robert Bedstock, CA Palmer. Stories inside: A Stranger’s Fingers The Old Man Takes a Brat While I Slept…
While I Slept…AGAIN While I Slept… Mystery Solved Big Beautiful Girls Need Lovin’ too… Sleep Fetish… Pregnant by the
Team While She Sleeps Little Brat’s Birthday Wish Little Brat’s Hot Fantasy Little Brat’s Wish Granted Brat Sister Brat in
Trouble While He Slept The Billionaire’s Surprise I Begged Him to Stop but He Wouldn’t Oh pastor! Oh pastor! Do it again…
Oh Pastor! Caught in the Act

Going Down : Anal Brats 15 (First Time Anal Sex Erotica)
The BIG MAN OF THE HOUSE has been patiently waiting But I'm not patient - I need to have him balls deep inside of me! I
ache for him. I'm so wet for him and now I'm finally going to have him!
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Taking Daddy Volume 8: Taboo Erotic BDSM Step Romance
“Clarice looked at herself in the mirror and smiled. She knew that this would be a make or break evening. It was time to
make all of the flirting, all of the stolen glances and the innuendo, the rides home and the gentle touching on the elbow or
the small of the back, move to a new level…” An erotic and highly charged tale of a virgin who meets a billionaire, a man
who gets anything he wants, except her! A pounding sexy and explicit tale for adults only

Bareback Our Fertile Nanny Taboo Teen Brat Erotica
If I'd had known my older housemate John was coming home early I'd have made sure I did my chores in time. He's in a foul
mood and decides to take it out on me in a very sexual way, claiming me in a rough bout of breeding that sees him shoot
deep inside me. I'm getting his whole load and there's nothing I can do about it!

The Fifth Realm
My doting, mature housemate Kevin treated me like a real princess, but I wonder how far he’ll go in his efforts to please
me. Would Kevin give me the one thing I really wanted? His hot love deep inside me? It’s time to put him to the test! (virgin,
virgin erotica, first time, first time erotica, age gap, brat, age gap erotica, breeding, breeding erotica, sex, sex erotica,
erotica, brat erotica, age difference, age difference erotica, impregnation, impreg, impregnation erotica, pregnancy,
pregnancy erotica, fantasy, fantasy erotica, alpha, alpha male, alpha male erotica)

Hey Brat It's Playtime!
Craig and I get lost while we're out hiking and there isn't enough water to go round! Being the sweet guy that he is he offers
me the last of it, but I think I can give him something back in return. In desperation I offer him my teat, sure that with a
little effort he can start milking me and enjoy my bounty. Before long I'm yearning for his body and soon it's buried deep
inside me, hard and without protection! (age difference, age gap, age gap erotica, may december, may december erotica,
age difference erotica, hucow, hucow erotica, milking, milking erotica, bdsm, bdsm erotica, bound, bondage, bondage
erotica, breast feeding, breast feeding erotica, nursing, adult nursing, adult nursing erotica, nursing erotica, wet nurse,
fetish, kink, fetish erotica, lactation, lactation erotica, erotica, sex, straight, man, woman, xxx, fantasy)

Anal Brats Books 9 – 16 : 8-Pack (First Time Anal Erotica)
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If I'd had known my housemate John was coming home early I'd have made sure I did my chores in time. He's in a foul
mood and decides to take it out on me in a very sexual way, claiming me in a bout of sex that sees him shoot deep inside
me. I'm getting his whole load! (brat, sexy, alpha male, age difference erotica, age gap, age gap erotica, erotica, age
difference, brat erotica, pregnancy, impregnate, pregnant, pregnancy erotica, fertile woman, straight sex, sex, inside, may
december, xxx)

Pouvoirs de L'horreur (English)
My name is Pet. My story is going to break your heart. The first thing you should know about me, is that I'm a good girl. I
follow directions. I bend at the waist. I do anything and everything my King tells me to. But King is demanding. King is
dangerous. He wants to hurt me. And there is only one person who can help me run away from King Except I don't know if I
want to leave him. I don't know if I can. Good pets always obey their master But what if I want to have two? PET is a
standalone 95,000 word novel. This is a DARK romance!

The Advocate
Burning Muses: Age Gap Small Town Romance
The complete laser disc catalog; movies, music and special interest including karaoke and animation.
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